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Abstract
The micro-computing world of the 9´0s is more volatile
ever, not only having choices on which hardware to buy
(and the brands to choose from seem to be endless).
Nowadays, many stuff based on computer technology.
Computer needs an operating system to handle the task.
Open source gave paradigm in operating system devel-
oping. Now, we have to decide which operating system (
OS ) we are going to run on our computers. MS Windows
is a leader operating system in desktop, Linux will be a
leader operating system in server of internet. Currently,
Linux give high effort to bring the operating system to
desktop and entertainment. Many platform of hardware
also were produced to fulfill the need of IT activities. A
lot of applications have highly increased since twenty
years ago. Many application can run in more operating
system and hardware platform. The user need to consider
which operating system appropriate to his system and
purpose. In this paper, we will demonstrate matrix decision
approach for decision support system (DSS) in choosing
operating system. Section one will look at the relations
between applications and hardware platform which related
to operating system. Methodology of decision based on
matrix decision will discuss in section two. Section three
will look at some example scenarios in choosing operating
system.
Keywords : Operating system, hardware platform,
matrix decision, DSS
1 Introduction
An operating system ( OS ) is the program that, after
being initially loaded into the computer by a boot program,
manages all the other programs in a computer. The other
programs are called applications programs.
We also can define an operating system based on its own
role in a computer[2]:
1. Operating System as a Layer in a Computer System
Architecture
As a layer in a computer system architecture, O/S con-
trols and coordinate the use of the hardware among the
various application programs for the various users. In
other words, O/S is a program that acts as an inter-
mediary between a user of a computer and the com-
puter hardware. According to Tanenbaum, the lay-
ered was classified O/S as a part of system programs
together with compilers, editors, and command inter-
preter. While Stalling placed O/S between utilities and
computer hardware, as the programmer’s task to han-
dle with.
2. Operating System as a Convenient User Interface
There are several services that O/S provides to user
applications. Those are program executions, access
to I/O device, controlled access to files, communica-
tions, and error detection and response. Viewed from
the user side, the operating system is like a ’manda-
tory middleman’ that provides excellent services and
simplifies work.
3. Operating System as an Efficient Resource Manager
As a resource manager, O/S performed some resource
allocator, operation control program, system access,
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accounting and statistics. There is no obvious separa-
tion between the services of an operating system as an
application interface and its duties as a hardware man-
ager. The distinction is rather between what an O/S has
to offer and how it does the performance. For exam-
ple, resolving concurrency is both a user service and a
resource management technique.
4. Operating System as a Program that Can Evolve
O/S is a program like any other program. It functions
in the same way as ordinary computer software, it is
also a set of instructions executed by the processor, and
it also relinquishes control of the processor. But, as a
critical program, the O/S must be able to evolve such as
provides hardware upgrades, new services, fixes, etc.
Review to above paragraphs, an operating system is the
most important program on a computer because it runs all
of the other programs. The most commonly-used contem-
porary desktop and laptop (notebook) OS is Microsoft Win-
dows. More powerful servers often employ Linux, Free
BSD, and other Unix-like systems. However, these Unix-
like operating systems, especially Mac OS X, are also used
on personal computers. The major operating systems are
Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and Unix. The op-
erating system is essential to the computer, and so extreme
care should be taken when choosing an operating system.
Whatever operating system one chooses, it needs to be the
system that will best fit the needs of user. All operating
systems have good and bad elements. Understanding how
each system works, and the systems pros and cons is a must
for anyone deciding on a computer and operating system.
An operating system selection based on research and un-
derstanding will certainly yield the highest satisfaction.
1.1 Applications on Multiple Operating System
and Multi Hardware Platform
Nowadays, number of application is incredible increas-
ing in number an type. The technology and need bring the
computer application is more mature then before. One of in-
teresting point is many applications can run in multiple op-
erating system. The main question is how the performance
of an application in many operating system? This question
is important to know in choosing the right operating system.
Some application which can run in many application actu-
ally start in an operating system then ported to other oper-
ating system. Therefore, the performance of the application
can be very different in different operating system.
In relation to hardware, platform often describes the set
of hardware components that make up the computer itself,
that the software is written to target ( often just described as
”written for an architecture” ). Pure assembly language can
be run on this hardware platform, but most commonly, op-
erating system software is written to target it. The hardware
platform can be from big machine such as main frame to
very small machine in embedded system. Previously, every
hardware platform has specific operating system but this ap-
proach has changed which some operating systems can run
on some hardware platforms.
The paper talk about the background in section one. Dis-
cussion of methodology in decision support is described in
section two. Section three explain about running example.
Conclusion is stated in the last section.
2 Decision Support System
Comparison of many operating systems has become a
common topic of discussion among their users. For ex-
ample, MS Windows is the most prominent operating sys-
tem released under a proprietary software license ( though
selected business partners may receive a shared source li-
cense ), whereas Linux is the most prominent operating
system released under open source software license. How-
ever, most Linux distributions distribute proprietary com-
ponents. The two operating systems compete for user-base
in the personal computer market as well as the server mar-
ket, and are used in government offices, schools, business
offices, homes, intra-net and internet servers, supercomput-
ers, and embedded systems. The paper will demonstrate an
approach based on decision matrix to choose an operating
system based on some factors. We will discuss what rea-
sons to choose decision matrix, how to use decision matrix,
and what enhancement of decision matrix.
2.1 Decision Matrix
Before we focus on ”Why decision matrix”, we go back
to the means of decision matrix. The decision matrix is
a decision-support tool allowing decision makers to solve
their problem by evaluating, rating, and comparing differ-
ent alternatives on multiple criteria[8].
The main characteristics of decision matrix are:
• The decision matrix evaluates and prioritizes a list of
options. The team first establishes a list of weighted
criteria and then evaluates each option against those
criteria. This is a variation of the Lshaped matrix.
• The decision matrix is basically an array presenting on
one axis a list of alternatives, also called options or so-
lutions, that are evaluated regarding, on the other axis,
a list of criteria, which are weighted dependently of
their respective importance in the final decision to be
taken. The decision matrix is, therefore, a variation of
the 2-dimension, L-shaped matrix.
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• The decision matrix is an elaborated version of the
measured criteria technique in which options are given,
for each criterion, satisfactory or compliance points up
to a maximum ( usually from 0 to 100 ) that is prede-
fined per criterion and may vary between criteria de-
pending on its relative importance in the final decision.
Reason in implementation[8] [7] [5] [3] of decision ma-
trix based on:
• When to Use a Decision Matrix
• When a list of options must be narrowed to one choice.
• When the decision must be made on the basis of sev-
eral criteria.
• After the list of options has been reduced to a manage-
able number by list reduction.
• Typical Situation
• When one improvement opportunity or problem must
be selected to work on.
• When only one solution or problem-solving approach
can be implemented.
• When only one new product can be developed.
2.2 Implementation of Matrix Decision
In this part, we will focus on ways to use matrix decision.
Using matrix decision, there are a lot of things that we need
to be considered such as procedure of decision matrix or
how to use decision matrix.
Procedure of Decision Matrix or How to Use Decision
Matrix[8] [7] [5] [3] as follow:
1. Brainstorm the evaluation criteria appropriate to the
situation. If possible, involve customers in this process
2. Discuss and refine the list of criteria. Identify any cri-
teria that must be included and any that must not be
included. Reduce the list of criteria to those that the
team believes are most important. Tools such as list
reduction and multivoting may be useful here
3. Assign a relative weight to each criterion, based on
how important that criterion is to the situation. Do this
by distributing 10 points among the criteria. The as-
signment can be done by discussion and consensus. Or
each member can assign weights, then the numbers for
each criterion are added for a composite team weight-
ing
4. Draw an Lshaped matrix. Write the criteria and their
weights as labels along one edge and the list of options
along the other edge. Usually, whichever group has
fewer items occupies the vertical edge.
5. Evaluate each choice against the criteria. There are
three ways to do this:
• Method 1: Establish a rating scale for each crite-
rion.
• Method 2: For each criterion, rank-order all op-
tions according to how well each meets the crite-
rion. Number them with 1 being the option that
is least desirable according to that criterion
• Method 3, Pugh matrix: Establish a baseline,
which may be one of the alternatives or the cur-
rent product or service. For each criterion, rate
each other alternative in comparison to the base-
line, using scores of worse ( 1 ), same ( 0 ), or bet-
ter ( + 1 ). Finer rating scales can be used, such
as 2, 1, 0, 1, 2 for a five-point scale or 3, 2, 1, 0,
1, 2, 3 for a seven-point scale. Again, be sure that
positive numbers reflect desirable ratings
6. Multiply each options rating by the weight. Add the
points for each option. The option with the highest
score will not necessarily be the one to choose, but the
relative scores can generate meaningful discussion and
lead the team toward consensus description in using
decision matrix.
We use 4 things as a measurement. There are 3 value
that we take and there are the implementation ( how to use
O/S ), security, and pros and cons. There is weight as a
score to operating system. There is rating scale as a scale
to measured the ability, prices, etc. Last of four things is
options which measuring values from all of three things that
we have compared. The fourth things have rates and scores
each operating system that we have been compared. After
we have had the results of measurement, there will be easily
to get the conclusion which is the best one.
2.3 Approach of Decision Matrix
1. Top Three Parameters in Choosing Operating System
Difficulties of choosing operating system have made
us need a tool or method. This also made us think-
ing more than 100 times[4]. It is caused by compatible
and ability even capability of operating system that we
want to use. There are a lot of things that we have
to compare. Of all comparison, there are three factors
based on Josef Delinga[1] as the most determining fac-
tors in choosing which one user want to use:
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(a) Utilization Purpose
Consider what O/S will be used for. If the O/S is
for a business, an O/S that can handle important
business data should be selected. If the O/S is
for a college student, one might consider an O/S
that is optimal for gaming, yet still has a nice
word processor. Finally, if the O/S were for a
new computer user, then a user-friendly, simple
O/S would be best. Knowing this, one must also
consider what software is available for the O/S.
Some software is only available on certain com-
puters. This often leaves Mac OS X, Linux, and
UNIX in the dark, because most of the computer
market runs on Microsoft O/S. Most computers
come standard with a certain O/S ( Apple com-
puters have Mac OS X and most PC has Win-
dows XP ). Therefore, it is sometimes important
to consider the O/S even when selecting a com-
puter.
To define the purpose of operating system can be
based some points as follow:
• Identify alternatives. Depending upon the
team’s needs, these can be product/service
features, process steps, projects, or potential
solutions. List these across the top of the
matrix.
• Identify decision/selection criteria. These
key criteria may come from a previously
prepared affinity diagram or from a brain-
storming activity. Make sure that everyone
has a clear and common understanding of
what the criteria mean. Also ensure that the
criteria are written so that a high score for
each criterion represents a favorable result
and a low score represents an unfavorable
result. List the criteria down the left side of
the matrix.
• Assign weights. If some decision criteria
are more important than others, review and
agree on appropriate weights to assign (e.g.,
1, 2, 3).
• Design scoring system. Before rating the al-
ternatives, the team must agree on a scoring
system. Determine the scoring range ( e.g.,
1 to 5 or 1, 3, 5 ) and ensure that all team
members have a common understanding of
what high, medium, and low scores repre-
sent.
• Rate the alternatives. For each alternative,
assign a consensus rating for each decision
criterion. The team may average the scores
from individual team members or may de-
velop scores through a consensus-building
activity.
• Total the scores. Multiply the score for each
decision criterion by its weighting factor.
Then total the scores for each alternative be-
ing considered and analyze the results.
(b) Security
Security is the biggest priority for many com-
puter users, especially businesses. Some O/S
have stronger security than others. Macintosh
has been called t¨he iron man of O/Sb¨ecause of its
ability to keep hackers out, while Windows has
been criticized for being easy to hack. Do not
let security completely deter you, however. Most
O/S can be h¨ardeneda¨nd with constant security
updates, made safer from hackers.
(c) Pros and Cons of The Big Four
Every O/S has its positive and negative elements.
There is no perfect O/S. Keep this in mind, con-
sider the most common O/S as the big four (Mac
OS X, Windows, Linux, and Unix).
Mac OS X is great for keeping out hackers and
for graphic design. However some problems are
the fact that certain software is not available for
Macs. If the O/S is for a college student who
would rather play Half Life 2 than study, then
Mac OS X is not the best choice.
Windows is very good in compatibility, since
most costumers use Windows. Windows also
comes in applications like Microsoft Word,
Power Point, Excel, and Internet Explorer. Un-
fortunately, Windows is weak against viruses and
can get bogged down easily.
Unix is good for networks, especially if for busi-
ness. Unix has also been around for almost 30
years, so it is quite dependable. One drawback
of Unix is the cost, which can sometimes be a bit
expensive. Unix is also complicated, which can
confuse beginners.
The final O/S, Linux, free and completely cus-
tomizable. However, one major drawback is the
extreme scarcity of applications for Linux. Mi-
crosoft and other software developers are often
very reluctant to release their product for Linux.
3 Running Example
We have two cases to show DSS application in choos-
ing O/S. First one is the case of a company choose an O/S
main consideration based on economic factors. The second
one is a company choose an O/S many factor based on mul-
tiplatform system cause of there are many hardware in the
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organization. We will show refer to the cases, with similar
factors but in different priority can bring to different deci-
sion. The parameter that used in table 1 and 2 based on
some factors such as:
• Parameter Cost/Price
1. Free
2. Low
3. Medium
4. High
• Ease of Installation
1. Easier
2. Easy
3. Medium
4. Hard
• Other Parameter
1. Poor
2. Good
3. Very Good
4. Excellent
3.1 Case 1: Cost-Based Company
An example which related to cost-based company in
choosing an operating system. In this table, we have com-
pared and calculated from related resources and our experi-
ences in using a operating system. Parameters based on[6].
Table 1, Linux has the hight total result (2.39) compare
to others. Mac OS result (2.37) is very close to Linux. Re-
fer to the highest result, Linux is the priority candidate of
operating system.
3.2 Case 2: Multiplatform-Based Company
An example related to multiplatform-based company in
choosing an O/S. In this table, we have compared and cal-
culated from related resources and our experiences in using
a operating system.
Table 2 show Linux is the highest value (2.4). Refer to
table 1, Linux is the main candidate but the value of result is
different. From the two tables present the result of decision
can be provided different value of result in different priority.
Table 1. Example of Cost-Based Company
Priority of Parameters Weight Linux Mac UNIX Win
Cost/price 20% 4 2 3 1
License 16% 1 2 2 2
After sell services 15% 1 2 2 2
User interface 13% 2 4 1 2
Security 11% 3 2 4 1
Stability 9% 3 3 2 1
Ease of installation 7% 2 3 1 4
Software compatibility 5% 1 1 1 3
System crash 3% 4 2 2 2
Credibility 1% 4 2 2 2
Total 2.39 2.37 2.17 1.79
Table 2. Example of Multiplatform-Based
Company
Priority of Parameters Weight Linux Mac UNIX Win
Software compatibility 24% 1 1 1 3
System crash 18% 4 2 2 2
User interface 15% 2 4 1 2
Security 11% 3 2 4 1
Stability 10% 3 3 2 1
Ease of installation 8% 2 3 1 4
Cost/price 6% 4 2 3 1
License 5% 1 2 2 2
After sell services 2% 1 2 2 2
Credibility 1% 4 2 2 2
Total 2.40 2.24 1.81 2.13
4 Conclusions
Using a decision support system method in selection the
light O/S has been very useful to help us choosing an O/S. In
this paper we use matrix decision as tool to choose an O/S.
In matrix decision, we use value and weight as a measure to
choose O/S. Using value and weight as a measure are more
reliable to us and easy to compare.
In our example in section 3, we compare and calculate
parameters between open-source O/S and proprietary O/S
as a measurement. The next research is to develop a web
services application for decision system in many aspects in-
cluding choosing of operating system. Because many users
in developing country have not appropriate knowledge to
make a decision, therefore many decision based on vendor
driven.
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